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A man swears to keep secrets in silence. Afterwards the one to whom he swore reveals both adultery and a plan to kill his adulteress’s husband. It seems that the swearer is in a dilemma, because if he is silent he becomes an accomplice to homicide, and if he reveals the secret, he becomes guilty of perjury.

Gregory the Great, *Moralia*

It seems that someone can be in a dilemma between minor sins. For example, a man promises to drink more than he is able. If he drinks that much, he sins. If he breaks his promise, he also sins.

*Glossa ordinaria* on Gratian’s *Decretum*

Sometimes it happens that a fly, or a spider, or some other poisonous creature falls into the chalice after the priest has said the words of consecration at Mass. If the priest drinks from the chalice, he appears to sin by killing himself or by tempting God. If he does not drink, he sins by acting against the statute of the church. Consequently, the priest seems to be in a dilemma and unable to avoid sinning.

Thomas Aquinas, *Summa theologiae*
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